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a b s t r a c t
Ti surfaces can be very efﬁciently coated by a robust (lm thick) mesoporous titania layer (MTL). These
coatings are produced by anodization of Ti at elevated temperature in a glycerol/K2HPO4 electrolyte, followed by an appropriate etching process. In the present work we examine these layers with regard to
their ability to form hydroxyapatite. Immersion tests in two types of simulated body ﬂuids (Kokubo
SBF and Bohner and Lemaitre SBF) combined with scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy investigations show that these MTL layers lead to a signiﬁcant
enhancement of HAp formation and anchoring in the structure compared with non-coated or even nanotubular Ti surface coatings (these were recently reported to be the most efﬁcient in terms of HAp
formation).
Ó 2010 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Titanium and its alloys have over the past few decades become
the premier choice for ‘‘biocompatible’’ dental and hip replacement
implant materials [1,2]. Implant–bone integration and long-term
stability of the implant are mainly found to be inﬂuenced by the
initial osseogenesis, which largely depends on the nature (chemistry and topography) of the implant surface. Bioactivity or the bone
bonding capacity of implant surfaces [3] is frequently quantiﬁed by
their ability to form bone-like apatite in vitro [4]. For this various
versions of simulated body ﬂuids (SBFs), metastable calcium phosphate solutions, have frequently been used to assess the amount
and quality of apatite formed with time.
Numerous approaches have been reported to improve bone–
implant contact, changing the implant surface topography or
chemically modifying the surface layer (e.g. sandblasting, etching
in acid or alkaline solutions, or creating optimized surface layers
by various deposition techniques [5–7] and a range of modiﬁcation
approaches). It should be noted, however, that metallic Ti implant
surfaces, in any applied form, are covered by a thin native oxide
ﬁlm.
TiO2 surface modiﬁcations have been extensively studied in
view of their osseointegrative behaviour. One of the most explored
techniques to improve the osseointegrative properties is electro-
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chemical anodization of the metal surface to form various morphologies of TiO2 layers. A frequently used approach is spark anodization, in which, by applying a sufﬁciently high voltage, dielectric
breakdown of the oxide layer is triggered, leading to a roughened
surface morphology. Such layers were shown to have enhanced
bone in-growth properties [8–10]. Another promising electrochemical approach is the anodization of Ti metal in a HF-containing electrolyte to form self-organized TiO2 nanotubes. Such a
nanotubular structure was found to be very efﬁcient for hydroxyapatite formation compared with compact oxide layers [11–14].
The most effective enhancement of HAp formation was found if
the nanotubes had an anatase structure. Further enhancement of
HAp formation on nanotube layers was obtained by using an alternate dipping approach [15] to create HAp nucleation centres within the tubes [14].
Although such nanotubular structures show higher and efﬁcient
HAp formation, longer nanotubes were found to be mechanically
unstable [16] and this may compromise the implant behaviour
in vivo. Recently, a novel anodic TiO2 nanostructural layer was reported [16–19], composed of nano-channels and showing a much
higher mechanical stability. This mesoporous titania layer (MTL)
reportedly has a higher surface area and better adheres to the Ti
substrate under stress [16]. In the present study we investigated
the bioactivity of this nano-channel surface in the light of its
HAp formation ability. Apart from the kinetics, the structure and
chemical composition of HAp obtained from two standard SBFs
were also compared with the results from the (up to now) most
efﬁcient nanotubular system.
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2. Materials and methods

rate of 30 °C min
tile phase.

1

to convert the as-formed layer into anatase/ru-

2.1. Fabrication of titania meso-sponge and nanotube layers
2.2. Apatite growth
A MTL and titania nanotubes were prepared from 0.1 mm thick
Ti foil (99.9% purity) which was cleaned by immersion in acetone,
methanol and distilled water. To prepare an approximately 10 lm
thick MTL structure, anodization of the Ti foil was carried out at 1 V
in dehydrated glycerol/K2HPO4 solution at 180 °C for 3 h in a two
electrode system [16,19]. The samples then were cleaned by overnight washing in distilled water and dried in a N2 stream. For etching treatments the anodized samples were sonicated in 30 wt.%
H2O2 in a sonication bath for 1 h at room temperature. After treatment the samples were rinsed with deionized water and dried in a
nitrogen stream.
Nanotubular arrays were grown on the Ti foil by anodization at
10 V for 2 h in a 1 M H3PO4 (Merck) solution with the addition of
0.3 wt.% HF (Merck) [20]. Anodization was performed in an electrochemical cell with a three electrode conﬁguration, with Ti foil as the
working electrode, platinum gauze as the counter electrode and a
Haber–Luggin capillary containing Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl) electrode as
the reference electrode. The samples were washed with deionized
water and dried with a stream of N2. The thickness of the nanotubular array was found to be approximately 1 lm, with a tube diameter
of 50 nm. Some reference experiments were carried out using
compact anodic oxides fabricated according to Tsuchiya et al. [11].
Annealing of samples was carried out in a Rapid Thermal Annealer (Jipelec JetFirst100) at 450 °C in air at a heating and cooling

In order to investigate the formation of apatite on the different
TiO2 samples we used two different compositions of SBF: (i) the
classic Kokubo solution [21] and (ii) a modiﬁed solution proposed
by Bohner and Lemaitre [22]. Brieﬂy the Kokubo (KSBF) solution
with ionic concentrations equal to human blood plasma was prepared by sequentially dissolving reagent grade chemicals, including NaCl, KCl, NaHCO3, MgSO412H2O, CaCl2, and KH2PO4, in
double distilled water at 37 °C and buffered with TRIS and HCl at
pH 7.4. The chemical composition is as follows (mmol l 1): Na+,
142.0; K+, 5.0; Mg2+, 1.0; Ca2+, 2.5; Cl , 131.0; HCO3 , 5.0; HPO42 ,
1.0; SO42 , 1.0 [23,24]. The Bohner and Lemaitre solution (cSBF3)
was prepared as in Bohner and Lemaitre [22]. To induce HAp
growth 1 cm2 samples were soaked in the 50 ml cm 2 SBF solution
under static conditions in a biological thermostat at 37 °C for different durations (in days). After the experiment the samples were
rinsed with 20 ml of deionized water and dried at 60 °C for 1 h.
2.3. Characterization of surface morphology, structure and chemical
composition
The surface morphology after anodization and SBF soaking was
characterized by ﬁeld emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) using a Hitachi FE-SEM S4800 equipped for energy dispersive

Fig. 1. SEM images of cross-sectional (inset: top) views of (a) the as-formed (non-etched) mesoporous titania (MTL) layer showing the presence of a thin top layer and (b) the
MTL layer after etching in H2O2 solution. (c) XRD patterns of the MTL layers after different annealing and etching treatments. Am-NE, amorphous non-etched; Am-E,
amorphous etched; An-NE, annealed non-etched; An-E, annealed etched.
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X-ray (EDX) analysis. Phase identiﬁcation of the surface was
carried out with an X-ray diffractometer (Phillips X’Pert-MPD
PW-3040, Siemens Kristalloﬂex D 500) with an incident beam of
1.54060 Å wavelength.
XPS spectra were recorded using Alka radiation (1486.6 eV)
as the excitation source. The take-off angle h of the emitted

3

photoelectrons was adjusted to 45° with respect to the surface
normal. The binding energies of the target elements (Ti 2p, O
1s, F 1s, C 1s, P 2p, N 1s, Ca 2p, K 2p, and Mg 2p) were determined at a pass energy of 23.5 eV, with a resolution of 0.1 eV,
using the binding energy of carbon (C 1s = 284.8 eV) as a
reference.

Fig. 2. Compilation SEM characterization of HAp formation on different MTL surfaces as well as TiO2 nanotube surfaces for different immersion times in (a) cSBF3 and (b) KSBF
solutions. Am-NE, amorphous non-etched; Am-E, amorphous etched; An-NE, annealed non-etched; An-E, annealed etched; NT nanotubes.
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3. Results and discussion
The morphology of 10 lm thick MTL layers fabricated by electrochemical anodization is shown in Fig. 1a. It is apparent that
the entire oxide layer after formation consists of interlinked regular channels of 8–12 nm diameter. However, for the ‘‘as-formed’’
layer a thin, dense surface layer is present on top of the open chan-

nels. In order to remove this layer and to widen the channels an
etching treatment in H2O2 was carried out as described above.
After treatment the morphology shown in Fig. 1b was obtained.
Clearly, the top layer had been removed and the channels were
approximately 12 nm in diameter. XRD investigations of the MTL
before and after etching show the layers to be mostly amorphous,
but they contain some anatase and rutile phase (Fig. 1c). These

Fig. 2 (continued)
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partially crystalline MTL layers can be fully crystallized into a mixture of anatase and rutile by annealing at 450 °C for 3 h in air
(Fig. 1c).
The as-formed and annealed layers were then used in immersion tests in the two different SBFs. In order to compare the results
with previous work we used as a reference compact oxide samples
and, as a ‘‘gold-standard’’, a nanotube layer previously reported to
signiﬁcantly accelerate HAp formation [11–13]. Incubation in different SBFs for different time periods (6 and 14 days) was used
based on the literature [11] and the estimated differences in HAp
precipitation rates. Fig. 2 shows a compilation of the surface morphology after HAp formation on the different MTL and nanotube
layers in the two SBF solutions. The MTL layers (after etching and
etched and annealed) clearly show the highest coverage for the
cSBF3 solution (Fig. 2a), with a complete 1 lm thick layer after
6 days. The amorphous non-etched and only etched MTL layers
show signiﬁcantly less HAp formation after 2 and 6 days. The best
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Fig. 3. Mass gain of the samples after HAp loading for different durations in cSBF3
and KSBF solutions. Am-NE, amorphous non-etched; Am-Et, amorphous etched; AnNE, annealed non-etched; An-Et, annealed etched; NT, nanotubes; C, cSBF3 solution;
K, KSBF solution.
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surface, etched anatase MTL, shows HAp formation over the entire
surface after 2 days. In comparison, on anatase nanotubes, although
HAp formation could be observed after 2 days, a thickness of only
100 nm of HAp was achieved at some locations, even after 6 days.
If KSBF solution is used (Fig. 2b) HAp formation can only be observed in the case of etched MTL samples (amorphous as well as
anatase) after 4 days and the highest growth rate is clearly obtained on the etched and annealed surface. In comparison with
1
), KSBF leads to much slower HAp formation
cSBF3 (0.4 mg day
(0.16 mg day 1), however, after 14 days a thick layer completely
covering the surface can be observed for the MTL. The etched anatase MTL layer shows better coverage by HAp compared with an
etched amorphous MTL layer. As in the case of cSBF3, anatase
TiO2 nanotubes show comparably much less precipitation even
after 14 days. Morphologically, HAp formation in the two different
solutions is different. In KSBF solution globular HAp was observed
on MTL, forming large plates over the entire surface after 14 days
incubation. This visibly resembles previously reported structures
of crystalline HAp on nanotube surfaces [11]. In contrast, in cSBF3
a rather spongy morphology of the HAp precipitate can be observed, which is intuitively in line with very fast HAp formation.
In spite of the observed differences for the two SBF solutions, the
general trend of Hap formation remains the same, i.e. the etched,
annealed MTL surface always shows the most efﬁcient HAp formation (more efﬁcient than nanotubes). Such layers trigger HAp formation even faster than nanotubular layers, which were
previously reported to show the most beneﬁcial effect. In both
solutions no signiﬁcant HAp formation could be observed after
the maximum test time for reference samples of compact oxides,
in line with earlier observations by Tsuchiya et al. [11].
In order to provide a quantitative comparison between the various TiO2 surfaces and the two different SBF solutions the mass
gain during HAp formation was evaluated (Fig. 3). These results
conﬁrm the SEM observations, i.e. that the etched anatase MTL layers are the most efﬁcient surface for HAp formation in comparison
not only with other forms of MTL but also compared with nanotubular surfaces. Nevertheless, a signiﬁcant and important difference
between the two SBF solutions can be seen in Fig. 4. Excellent ingrowth of HAp into the porous matrix is observed for the MTL layer

Fig. 4. Comparison of in-growth HAp formation in etched anatase MTL layers: cross-sectional SEM images of MTL layers (a) before and (b and c) after soaking in (b) KSBF and
(c) cSBF3 solutions after 6 and 14 days, respectively. For KSBF the pores are ﬁlled with HAp (complete in-growth); for cSBF3 only a top layer is formed.
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after 14 days in KSBF solution, whereas in cSBF3 solution HAp precipitation occurs only on the top layer (Fig. 4c).
For HAp layers formed from both the cSBF3 and KSBF solutions
after 6 and 14 days, respectively, XPS analysis (Fig. 5) reveals a similar overall composition. Both apatite layers show traces of magnesium and sodium in addition to the main components calcium and
phosphorus. Mg2+ and Na+ ions might substitute Ca ions in apatites, which is in line with the composition of biological apatites
from human bones, which is non-stoichiometric. Traces of ions
such as Mg2+ and Na+, as well as the anions CO32 , HPO42 , F ,
and Cl , are also present in natural apatite. A qualitative analysis
shows that the composition of the apatite layers, in particular
the Ca/P ratio, are close to physiological Hap, as shown in Fig. 5d
(EDX results are also included). Physiological apatite has a Ca:P ratio of 1.35–1.46 [25], thus it may be noteworthy that apatite
formed from KSBF solution has somewhat lower Ca to P ratio.
The nature of the apatite forming substrate, however, amorphous
or annealed, or the morphology, channel or tubular structure (compare the results in Tsuchiya et al. [11]), do not seem to inﬂuence
the ﬁnal composition of the apatite.
Fig. 6 shows XRD patterns of the HAp layers on the etched anatase MTL surface after 6 and 14 days soaking in cSBF3 and KSBF
solution, respectively. The XRD pattern of the HAp layer grown in
cSBF3 solution shows peaks corresponding to anatase TiO2 as well
as a small peak at 32° for HAp, whereas the HAp layer grown in
KSBF solution only shows peaks corresponding to HAp. This difference is due to the morphological difference in HAp formation in the
two different solutions as well as the in-growth phenomena of HAp

Fig. 6. XRD pattern of HAp layers grown on the etched anatase MTL layer in cSBF3
and KSBF solution after 6 and 14 days, respectively. H, HAp; A, anatase TiO2. (Inset)
Magniﬁed XRD pattern near the characteristic HAp peak at 32°.

Fig. 5. (a–c) XPS of the Ca 2p, P 2p and Mg 2p peaks recorded from the HAp layers grown on the different MTL surfaces and in the different SBF solutions (in cSBF3 after day 6
and KSBF after day 14). (d) Ca/P ratios of HAp grown on different MTL surfaces in different solutions calculated from the XPS and EDX analysis. Abbreviations are as in the
previous ﬁgures.
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in the KSBF solution. The magniﬁed XRD pattern at 32° (inset of
Fig. 6) shows that both HAp layers are similar in terms of crystallinity. The main reﬂections of crystalline HAp originate from the
(2 1 1) plane at 31.87°, the (1 1 2) plane at 32.18°, and the (3 0 0)
plane at 32.87°. The diffraction line at 26°, in the case of KSBF solution, corresponds to reﬂection from the (0 0 2) plane of HAp. However, in case of cSBF3 solution this weak peak overlaps with the
sharp anatase peak from the substrate. These results are very well
in line with previous work on compact TiO2 layers and HAp formed
on TiO2 nanotubes [11]; in other words, the HAp formed on MTL
layers is typical HAp (in structure and chemistry), as formed on
other TiO2 surfaces, only the growth is signiﬁcantly stimulated (if
conditioned to a crystalline and open structure).
As already discussed for nanotubes, one major point in the
growth stimulating effect may be the microscopic roughness (acting as nucleation sites) provided by these nanostructures, combined with suppression of conventional agitation within the
nanochannels. Although the origin of this beneﬁcial effect is not
entirely clear, the present work shows that MTL layers may be a
very promising candidate as a biomedical implant coating due to
the stimulating effect on HAp formation of this titania surface.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we report a mesoporous titania layer that acts as
an efﬁcient surface for HAp growth from SBF. We show that the
layers need to be etched to provide open channels and should be
annealed to be most efﬁcient. Such layers trigger HAp formation
even faster than the previously reported most beneﬁcial nanotubular layers. We demonstrate that the acceleration effect holds for
two different SBF solutions (KSBF and cSBF3), with HAp precipitation from KSBF solution being slower than from cSBF3 solution.
The chemical composition of the HAp formed in the two different
solutions shows some slight variations in the Ca/P ratio, although
for both solutions it is in the range of physiological HAp. A most
important effect is that in KSBF efﬁcient in-growth of HAp into
the porous TiO2 layer is observed. This may be ascribed to the
slower crystallization rate of the KSBF solution. This point may be
of very high practical signiﬁcance, as it suggests that with these
layers better anchorage of HAp to the substrate can be achieved.
Overall, the novel MTL coating for Ti surfaces presented here is a
promising (easy, cheap and applicable to various geometries),
and seems in many respects to be superior to previously reported
(highly active) nanotubular coatings.
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